
 
 

          Agenda Item No. 14 
 

To:  Joint Audit Committee 
 
Date:  December 2020 

 
By:  Dermot Torney, Equality & Diversity Manager 

 
Title:  Equality and Diversity Summary paper 
 

 

 
Purpose of Report: This report provides the Joint Audit Committee an outline of 

activity taken by Sussex Police to meet its Equality and Diversity obligations and an 
update on current risks. 
 

 

Requirement of the JAC: That the Joint Audit Committee consider and note the 
report. 

 

 
Executive Summary - Headlines 
 

• Sussex Police continue progression of arrangements for BAME equality and 

NPCC commit to developing a national plan to review key areas of BAME 

disproportionality and disparity. 

 

• Sussex Police publish first annual Stop and Search public report. 

 

• September 2020 PCSO Recruitment campaign received 7.8% BAME 

applicants and 47% from Women. 

 

• Sussex Police introduce British Sign Language video interpretation service for 

reporting crime.  

 

• Sussex Police recognised in ‘The Times Top 50 Employers for Women 2020’. 

 

 

Main Issues: 

The Equality Act 2010 legally protects people from discrimination in the workplace 

and in wider society. Sussex Police is required to comply with the Equality Act 

2010, and in particular Section 149 of the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED), 

2011, requiring public bodies to have due regard to the need to eliminate 

discrimination, advance equality of opportunity and foster good relations between 

different people when carrying out their activities.   

 



1 Key Risks:  

 

1.1 Proportionate use of Stop and Search powers. 

The fair and equitable use of discretionary police powers is critical to ensuring 

public confidence in the police service is maintained.  The risks of failing to do so 

can impact the public’s willingness to cooperate with the police and create barriers 

to community relationships, in turn this will limit opportunities as an employer to 

establish a police service that is representative of the people it serves. 

 

1.2 Workforce representation  

Policing by consent is a fundamental tenet of policing in the UK. Maintaining 

legitimacy within communities requires transparency, engagement and fair 

application of the law by a workforce that reflects the people it serves. Having a 

diverse workforce, representative of communities provides access to a broader 

range of talents, skills and experiences. It also enables a greater understanding of 

crimes that affect communities and the ability to tackle them. 

 

 

2 Action underway and recommendation for further action: 

 

2.1 Proportionate use of Stop and Search powers. 

Of the 4,573 stop and searches conducted between April 2020 and September 

2020, those who identified as BAME accounted for 665 searches, which is 14.5% of 

all stops compared to a residential population of just over 6%. Controls in place 

include comprehensive internal governance arrangements and an established 

[publicly chaired] independent scrutiny panel, this has been further complemented 

by the appointment of a Chief Superintendent Force Lead and associated scrutiny 

meeting.  

 

2.2 Workforce representation  

The September 2020 workforce diversity data (Appendix A) continues to illustrate 

an increasing trend of Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) police officer 

representation – which has reached 3%, in comparison to ONS population data for 

Sussex BAME residents at 6.3%. The Positive Action team have continued 

recruitment engagement activity with diverse communities, utilising a range of 

digital platforms and hosting bespoke insight sessions for potential candidates. 

 

 

3 Explanation behind action 

 

3.1 Proportionate use of Stop and Search powers. 

In response to the increased likelihood of disruption (indicated by national protests) 

the risk rating has been increased, leading to further controls. These include 

establishing a Force lead for Stop and Search at Chief Superintendent rank and 

development of an internal scrutiny board, to provide additional governance and 



accountability of Divisional arrangements. It will also address findings from the 

public scrutiny panel and present recommendations to the Force Legitimacy Board. 

Sussex Police also published its first Stop and Search annual report in September 

(Appendix B). The report is introduced by both the Chief Constable and the Chair of 

the independent Scrutiny Panel. It provides analysis of data over a 12 month period 

and outlines existing arrangements for governance and scrutiny. The analysis 

includes grounds, outcomes and demographic representation and the report also 

signposts opportunities for members of the public to get involved for example, 

through ride a longs or as a scrutiny panel member.  

 

3.2 Workforce representation  

In August, the PC recruitment campaign received 387 applications; 5.2% (20) from 

BAME candidates, and 40% (156) from Women. The latest PCSO recruitment 

campaign in September received 514 applications; 7.8% (40) from BAME 

candidates, and 47% (242) from Women. Recruitment campaign marketing 

materials continue to feature diverse representation and are publicised through a 

range of platforms including the Sussex Police Facebook, website and Twitter 

account. Positive Action activity to encourage applications from BAME applicants 

has continued despite social distancing limitations. The Positive Action team have 

engaged in a wide range of virtual community events and hosted bespoke sessions 

detailing careers in policing to potential applicants.  

 

 

 

 

4 Developments since last report  

 

An overview of Sussex Police’s framework for equality and diversity is illustrated in 

Appendix C. Since the last report, activity underway across other areas, 

contributing to the Force’s commitment to progress obligations set out in the PSED 

(2011) are detailed below. 

 

4.1 Race. A detailed summary of activity following the death of George Floyd 

was presented to the JAC in September 2020. Subsequent progress has included a 

review of the current position in relation to BAME disproportionality by the Deputy 

Chief Constable. This has included a stock take of existing arrangements for 

recruitment, staff support, community engagement and disparity in use of police 

powers. This has led to identifying a credible external assessment programme for 

race equality; resetting priorities for the force BAME representation working group; 

BAME local community engagement and increasing workforce awareness and 

understanding of racism and inequality. During Black History Month [October] 

Sussex Police delivered a range of force wide communications and media articles 

celebrating black history and contributions to society. Personalised messaging from 

the Deputy Chief Constable included discussions on contemporary issues such as 

Anti-Racism, being an Ally, concepts of privilege and Black Lives Matter. Internal 



communications also drew attention to work by the staff ‘Race Equality Network’; in 

the support they provide to advise organisational policies, workforce representation 

and the invaluable support to colleagues. Content also highlighted engagement with 

the Race Advisory Group - independently chaired by a member of the public – 

which provides insight on perceptions and experiences of policing in Sussex, as well 

as informing organisational policies and approaches to improve representation. 

Recent meetings have included topics such as Black Lives Matter (BLM) and the 

policing of local protests, Operation Uplift, victim experiences and county lines. Also 

during Black History Month the newly appointed Race Equality Champion 

participated in a number of online webinars during October about race inequality, 

discussing Sussex Police’s approach both as an employer and service provider.  At a 

national level, the National Police Chiefs Council (NPCC) are developing a 

programme with governance arrangements for a plan of action, to review progress 

in five key areas – this will inform future local activity and direction for Sussex 

Police:  

1. Evidence: Data collection and analysis 

2. Internal culture and inclusivity 

3. Use of powers: to include use of force and stop and search 

4. Community Relations 

5. Communication 

 

4.2 Disability. In July Sussex Police introduced a new service enabling British 

Sign Language (BSL) users to report crime via online interpreters. The interpreter 

contacts 101 and provides a live relay interpretation of the crime being reported 

(Appendix D). To complement this, an app connecting police colleagues direct to 

BSL interpretation has been made available on mobile devices. This will provide 

officers immediate access to interpretation services whilst in the community, should 

a situation arise where a BSL interpreter is needed. This new provision does not 

replace the need for a face to face interpreter for police interviews, but does enable 

immediate communication to deal with an urgent inquiry or report a crime, and can 

also be used in a custody environment to explain the process until an interpreter 

arrives.  

 

4.3 Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity. Social distancing restrictions 

limited opportunity for participation in Pride celebrations this summer. However, a 

number of virtual events were hosted and Sussex Police contributed a virtual Pride 

video message of support for LGBT communities. Coordinated engagement with the 

LGBT advisory group has continued since March, utilising video conferencing to 

maintain dialogue around community concerns and issues. The October advisory 

group meeting focused on removing barriers for reporting domestic abuse, 

providing insights to increase confidence that will inform subsequent media 

campaigns. 

  

4.4 Gender. In July Sussex Police and Surrey Police were recognised for their 

work towards gender equality and joined leading organisations in the UK being 



named within The Times Top 50 Employers for Women 2020.  Recognition as a top 

employer involved a detailed assessment of gender equality across a wide range of 

areas, including transparency of pay practices, parent and carer-friendly policies, 

action on bullying and harassment, and promoting gender equality outside of the 

organisation. This achievement also recognised the efforts of Sussex Police’s gender 

equality [Evolve] staff network and the HeForShe programme lead; working with 

every police force in the UK to commit to addressing gender representation in 

senior leadership and tackle gender based violence in communities.  

 

4.5 Equality and Diversity Board. The Equality and Diversity Board is a 

strategic level meeting which aims to evolve and sustain a diverse police force 

which is representative of, and better equipped to serve Sussex’s diverse 

communities. The quarterly meetings are chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable, 

and attended by all equality Champions, staff network chairs, and representatives 

from the office of the Sussex Police and Crime Commissioner (OSPCC) and public 

advisory groups. The July and October boards received portfolio updates from all 

Staff Network Chairs and Equality Champions on relevant issues and opportunities. 

Agenda items included Adjusted Duties, improving workforce diversity data, Stop 

and Search youth engagement, Flexible working, Reasonable Adjustments, NPCC 

Equality Toolkits, volunteering, race disparity and engagement with local 

communities.   

 

4.6 Hate Crime Awareness Week. In a year that has experienced a rise in 

reported hate crime, October awareness week was dedicated to informing people 

about different types of hate crime and encouraging further reporting. Public 

communications included media messaging by the force lead - distributed across 

various digital platforms. Other content included personal accounts from victims of 

hate crimes in Sussex, sharing their stories to encourage others to report.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

 

 

End. 

 

 

 

 

Contact details:  

Name:   Dermot Torney 

Job Title:  Diversity Manager 

Tel Number: 101 ext 544556 

Email:  dermot.torney@sussex.pnn.police.uk  

 



Appendices 

 

Appendix A: Sussex Police workforce diversity data. 

Diversity - Force 

Overview Sussex at 300920.pdf
 

 

Appendix B: Sussex Police, 2020 Annual Stop and Search report.  

https://www.sussex.police.uk/SysSiteAssets/media/downloads/s

ussex/about-us/stop--search/stop-and-search-annual-report-

2020.pdf  

 

Appendix C: Sussex Police framework for Equality and Diversity. 

Equality and 

Diversity Overview 2020.pdf
 

 

Appendix D: Reporting Crime via British Sign Language interpretation. 

Deaf 

Accessibility.pdf
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